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Welcome to Program Review

Berkeley City College - 2019

Program Overview

Please verify the mission statement for your program. If your program has not created a mission
statement, provide details on how your program supports and contributes to the College mission.

Program Total Faculty and/or Staff

ENGL - Instruction

Annual Program Update

Full Time

Jenny Lowood
Adan Olmedo
Scott Hoshida
Tomas Moniz
Cleavon Smith
Sonya Wozniak

Part Time

Steve Budd
Sharon Coleman
Grace Ebron
Heather Fullerton
Hollie Hardy
Daniel Horan
Meredith Isaksen
Linda King
Katherine Koelle
Michelle Koerner
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The Program Goals below are from your most recent Program Review or APU. If none are listed, please
add your most recent program goals. Then, indicate the status of this goal, and which College and District
goal your program goal aligns to. If your goal has been completed, please answer the follow up question
regarding how you measured the achievement of this goal.

Alvin Lebo-Planas
Julianne Leigh
Aaron Luckett
Anna Mantzaris
Sabrina Nelson
Jessie Nguyen-Bilse
Louisa Roberts
Laura Money Smyrl
Terry Tricomi
Charis Woodward
Georgie Ziff
Amy Zink
Laura Zink

Status

College Goal

District Goal

Completed

Raise College Competence: Raise student skills and
competencies, and expand their learning experiences,
so that they can successfully complete their college
program.
Advance Student Access, Equity, and Success

If Completed, What evidence supports completion of
this goal? How did you measure the achievement of this
goal?
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Status

College Goal

District Goal

In-Progress

Raise College Competence: Raise student skills and
competencies, and expand their learning experiences,
so that they can successfully complete their college
program.
Advance Student Access, Equity, and Success

If Completed, What evidence supports completion of
this goal? How did you measure the achievement of this
goal?

Status

College Goal

District Goal

Completed

Increase Transfer and Transfer Degrees: Ensure that all
of BCC’s programs of study and transfer pathways for
degrees prepare students, in a timely manner, for
multiple transfer options.
Build Programs of Distinction

If Completed, What evidence supports completion of
this goal? How did you measure the achievement of this
goal?
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Describe your current utilization of facilities, including labs and other space

Program Update

Semester End Enrollment/Usage Pattern

Review your Semester End Enrollment by setting the filter to your college and subject
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Using the dashboard, review and reflect upon the data for your program. Describe any significant changes
and discuss what the changes mean to your program. Consider whether performance gaps exist for
disproportionality impacted students. Focus upon the most recent year and/or the years since your last
comprehensive program review. Cite data points from the dashboard to support your answer.
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Describe the department's progress on Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and/or Administrative Unit
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Outcomes (AUOs) since the last Program Review/APU. If your discipline offers a degree or certificate,
please describe the department progress on Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs).

Describe the outcomes and accomplishments from previous year’s funded resource allocation request.

Brief description of
funded request

Source (any additional
award outside your base
allocation)

Total
Award
Amount

Outcome/Accomplishment
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In the boxes below, please add improvement actions and resource requests that are directly related to
the questions answered in this section. If there are no improvement actions or resource requested in this
area, leave blank.

Improvement
Actions

Improvement Action

Improvement Action

Action Item Description To be completed By Responsible Person

Resource Request

Personnel Classified Staff

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary
Costs

Estimated Annual
Benefits Costs

Total Costs
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Improvement Action

Action Item Description To be completed By Responsible Person

Resource Request

Personnel Full-time Faculty

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary
Costs

Estimated Annual
Benefits Costs

Total Costs

Improvement Action

Action Item Description To be completed By Responsible Person

Resource Request

Technology and
Equipment

Replacement

Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Improvement Action

Action Item Description To be completed By Responsible Person
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Resource Request Summary
Total Cost: $171000
Total Resource Request: 5

Program Update
Personnel

Resource Request

Facilities Classrooms

Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Improvement Action

Action Item Description To be completed By Responsible Person

Resource Request

Facilities Classrooms

Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Type % Time Description/JustificationEstimated
Annual Salary
Costs

Estimated
Annual Benefits
Costs

Total Costs

Classified Staff 2.0 Additional full-
time or part-
time
instructional
assistants are
needed to
provide stability
in classroom

80000 20000 100000
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Professional Development

Technology and Equipment

Supplies

Facilities

Library

Other

support for
English 1A PLUS
and English 208
(the writing
workshop), both
crucial to
implementing
AB 705 and
promoting
student success
throughout the
campus.

Full-time Faculty 1.0 see APU
description

50000 15000 65000

Sub-Total: $165000

No Resources found for this
category

Type Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Replacement Half of the computers for part-time
instructors in English 560 have been
upgraded; the other half need
upgrading desperately.

6000

Sub-Total: $6000

No Resources found for this
category

Type Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Classrooms unknown cost  

Classrooms removal of large boxes from 313
and additional dedicated lab space

 

Sub-Total: $0

No Resources found for this
category

No Resources found for this
category
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Sign and Submit

Please provide the list of members who participated in completing this program review.

Please enter the name of the person submitting this program review.

Jenny Lowood, Adan Olmedo
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	dMLUhUTUwlMjBSRVBPUlQuaHRtAA==: 
	textarea0: The mission of the English Department at Berkeley City College is to provide all students with strong, college-level skills in reading, writing, research, and critical thinking.  English courses at the college tend to fall into four broad categories:  Reading and composition, reading and composition support, literature, and creative writing.  The English discipline provides students with strong skills in reading and writing, critical thinking, and research skills (primary institutional learning objectives) and aids in preparing students for transfer, CTE, or other goals. In addition to communication, courses in English address the following institutional learning outcomes:  Critical thinking, information competency, and global perspectives and valuing diversity.  Through its English 1A and support courses especially, but also through its general education courses and A.A. degrees, the department addresses the advancement of student access, equity, and success.The mission of the English AA-T is to provide students with strong, college-level skills in reading, writing, and literary analysis.  This program prepares students for transfer to the English Department at CSU or UC campuses or at private four-year schools.  
	textarea0_(1): - The department proposed to plan a cohort model for students beginning at the English 264 level so that these students could remain with the same instructor and student cohort through completion of English 1A, in the hopes of improving retention and throughput for underrepresented students.  The department used an APPLE and a Transformation Grant to develop the curriculum for this cohort approach.
	textarea0_(1)_(2): The department used its Transformation Grant in order to develop the curriculum to attain this goal.  The schedule shows that this curriculum was implemented.  Throughput data from the District show that the percentage of students at Berkeley City College who began one level below English 1A that actually completed English 1A (28%) is significantly higher than at the other colleges in the District.  
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3): The department will continue to use the successful cohort model described above, but, because of the implementation of AB 705, will use it to ensure that students who begin in "English 1A Plus" will continue, the following semester, with the same instructor in English 5, and will continue to use English 508ABC, the non-credit support course.  Thus, the department will fully comply with AB 705, starting in Fall 2019, in a way that maximizes student success.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): One of the goals of the English AA-T is to provide transfer opportunities for BCC students, particularly at local CSU and UC campuses.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): An analysis of transfer articulation with CSU and UC, using assist.org, shows that completion of the AA-T in English with a gpa of 2.0 guarantees students admission to a CSU, and completing the courses in this AA-T fulfills all transfer requirements for English majors at U.C. Berkeley, U.C.L.A., U.C. Santa Barbara, U.C. Irvine, and U.C. Santa Cruz, and meets four out of five requirements, which is sufficient for transfer, at U.C. Davis.  We need to prioritize marketing these transfer opportunities for English majors.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): Because of the need for students to use computers in order to develop research and writing skills, English 1A PLUS is taught partially in a computer lab setting and partially in a smart classroom (BCC 313 and 311, respectively, with "line of sight" between them), and English 1A is taught in classrooms that have computer carts with Chromebooks, which they use frequently in class (315 and 316).  Many instructors have had difficulties with the Chromebooks, ranging from the computers routinely losing charge to loss of keys to the carts to students having changed the language on the Chromebooks (for example, to Chinese) in such a way that they were difficult to change back. Therefore, it would be best for students if the department had use of a second computer lab to address the sections of “English 1A Plus” beginning in Fall 2019.Additionally, to prepare materials for class, part-time English instructors use computers in room 560 that are among the oldest computers on the campus.  The department needs an upgrade of computers for part-time instructors in room 560. 
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): An analysis of the data on the Power BI dashboard doesn’t reflect significant trends for the English Department to the same extent as the Statewide Student Success Scorecard because the BI tool information doesn't differentiate between success in English 1A (very significant to the department and college) and success in all other courses, many of which require the English 1A prerequisite.  Due to the nature of the department, it’s more meaningful to compare its success rates with those of other English Departments than it is to look at the numbers in isolation.  Data from the most recent years calculated by the Student Success Scorecard show the percent of first-time students in 2016-17 who completed six units and attempted any English course in their first year and then completed a transfer-level course in English in their first or second year:						                 after 1 yr.	after 2 yrs.		All BCC	         60.5%	        71.7%		All Statewide	 41.2%	        59.3%		All COA	         35.3%	        54.2%		All Laney	         56.6%	        54%		All Merritt	35.6%	        54.5%	However, it is worth noting a general trend concerning completion rates in English, compared to the general college completion rates, at all four colleges in the Distict:		2018-19			                                        BCC	     COA	Laney	MerrittOverall Completion Rates	80%	     84%	84%	        82%English Completion Rates	80%	     76%	76%	        77%In addition, it is worth noting differences in 2018-19 among students of different ethnicities, concerning face-to-face versus online modes of delivery:	                                   BCC F2F	BCC onlineAsian	                           73.00%	        77.00%Black/African American	   63.00%	        49.00%Hispanic/Latino	           64.00%	        52.00%Two or More	                   66.00%	        60.00%White	                           78.00%	        59.00%			Data do not show significant changes within the last four years.  However, it is worth noting the significant differences in success rates by ethnicity in relation to modes of delivery.  According to this information, the students who have been the least likely to succeed in online courses at Berkeley City College are African American and Latino.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8):  The department assesses SLOs and works to implement action plans based on these assessments on a three-year cycle.  Since the program review we have completed assessments for four of the required courses in the AA-T (English 1A, 85A, 85B, and 17AB) and are in the process of assessing three others (English 1B, 5,and 85C).  
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9): two full-time instructional assistants to provide stability in “support classes,” including English 208ABCD and 508ABC
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10): We are in the process of hiring one half-time instructional assistant in this area.  
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11): student workers to provide tutoring in English 1A PLUS and English 208
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12): This is currently being funded.  This enables us to fully implement AB 705 while promoting student success.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13): paying readers to complete portfolio assessments beyond departmental obligation
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14): This is currently being funded.  The data that led to ongoing improvements in curriculum and assessment in the English department stem from this work.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15): hiring additional full-time English teacher
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16): not yet funded
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17): FELI, reading apprenticeship, and other professional training
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18): FELI training and reading apprenticeship training were funded and have led to curricular changes in many classes in the English department.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19): turnitin.com
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20): The BCC Turnitin.com subscription has been crucial to the work of English teachers in the department.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21): upgrade of computers in room 560
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22): Half of the computers for part-time instructors in English 560 have been upgraded; the other half need upgrading desperately.  
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23): lighting and heat in classrooms on third floor
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24): These issues have, for the most part, not been resolved.
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25): additional dedicated lab space
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26): not yet resolved
	input0: hire additional instructional assistants
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27): Additional full-time or part-time instructional assistants are needed to provide stability in classroom support for English 1A PLUS and English 208 (the writing workshop), both crucial to implementing AB 705 and promoting student success throughout the campus.
	input0_(1): 11/15/2019
	input0_(1)_(2): Dean Cook and Department Chairs
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3): 2.0
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28): Additional full-time or part-time instructional assistants are needed to provide stability in classroom support for English 1A PLUS and English 208 (the writing workshop), both crucial to implementing AB 705 and promoting student success throughout the campus.
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): 80000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): 20000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): 100000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): hire additional full-time English teacher
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29): Additional full-time English teacher
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8): 5/30/2020
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9): dean
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10): 1.0
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30): see APU description
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11): 50000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12): 15000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13): 65000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14): purchase three additional computers for BCC 560
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31): Half of the computers for part-time instructors in English 560 have been upgraded; the other half need upgrading desperately.  
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15): 11/15/2019
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16): Technology Committee, Vincent Koo
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32): Half of the computers for part-time instructors in English 560 have been upgraded; the other half need upgrading desperately.  
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17): 6000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18): lighting and heating improvements in classrooms on third floor
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33): see APU description
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20): 
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34): unknown cost
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22): additional dedicated lab space
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35): see APU description
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24): 
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36): removal of large boxes from 313 and additional dedicated lab space
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27): Jenny Lowood



